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Crack propagation in implanted silicon for thin layer transfer is experimentally studied. The crack
propagation velocity as a function of split temperature is measured using a designed optical setup.
Interferometric measurement of the gap opening is performed dynamically and shows an
oscillatory crack “wake” with a typical wavelength in the centimetre range. The dynamics of this
motion is modelled using beam elasticity and thermodynamics. The modelling demonstrates the
key role of external atmospheric pressure during crack propagation. A quantification of the amount
of gas trapped inside pre-existing microcracks and released during the fracture is made possible,
C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
with results consistent with previous studies. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4930016]
The Smart CutTM technology1 is currently the industry
standard for manufacturing Silicon-On-Insulator (SOI) substrates, widely used in most recent microelectronics devices. The implantation of relatively high doses of gas ions in
a thermally oxidized silicon substrate leads to the formation
of a buried weakened layer in the crystal. The implanted
wafer is then bonded onto a host substrate using direct wafer bonding. Under annealing, the implanted species evolve
into microcracks lying parallel to the surface,2 and a controlled fracture process finally occurs along the implanted
layer.
The detailed microscopic evolution of platelets and
microcracks has been extensively studied by a number of
techniques including X-rays and electron microscopy.3–6
The analysis of microcracks development provides criteria
for fracture initiation7 but gives no clue on what happens
during macroscopic crack propagation. While Si/SiO2 direct
wafer bonding statics and dynamics are now well understood,8–10 the fracture dynamics during Smart CutTM remains
largely a field to be explored. Yet, the ever decreasing thickness of SOI substrates requested by the microelectronics
industry calls for a multiscale understanding and control of
the fracture step. Wafer-scale fracture being the last key step
of SOI manufacturing, it impacts directly the SOI active
layer properties by revealing the underlying crack microstructures and interactions.11
Fracture waves in brittle solids have a high velocity, typically on the order of a few kilometres per second, which
renders the study of their propagation quite difficult. So far,
monitoring of dynamic fracture in brittle materials has
mainly been performed using high speed photography in
transparent samples12,13 or fracture gauges, i.e., measuring
the resistance change of a thin conductive coating layer deposited at least on one side of the sample.14–17 To perform
these experiments, a notch is usually introduced on the specimen and the fracture is initiated by loading a wedge or using
a traction tool. Information on the crack front shape can also
be deduced afterwards by analysing the “Wallner lines” or
0003-6951/2015/107(9)/092102/5/$30.00

the crack front waves.18–20 In this paper, we first present an
original device for direct measurements of fracture velocity
and crack opening displacement in silicon samples without
any use of conductive layer coating. Then, an example of
interferometric measurement of the specimen deformation
behind the fracture front is shown and used to illustrate the
fracture dynamics modelling in the Smart CutTM technology.
Fracture dynamics in implanted materials involves similar
stress fields than standard brittle fracture in test machines.
The only difference is that the crystal is subjected to internal
stress due to implantation defects (pressurized microcracks)
acting on crack faces rather than, e.g., externally applied
stress. It is energetically much easier for the fracture to progress along the weakened layer where the area covered by
the microcracks can reach up to 60% of the sample surface.2
The modelling presented in the second part of the paper
shows the key role of the trapped hydrogen gas that tends to
separate the two bonded wafers. Such phenomenon does not
exist in crystalline silicon cleavage, but the original approach
presented here may be used to monitor fracture dynamics in
more general cases.
Our optical measurement of the fracture wave velocity
is based on the transmission monitoring of infrared lasers
through the silicon sample. An infrared laser diode
(k ¼ 1310 nm) connected to an optical fiber multiplexer outputs four laser beams which are then sent through the sample
using fiber-coupled lenses. Since silicon is transparent at this
wavelength, the infrared beams are collected on the other
side of the sample using fiber-coupled lenses on the receiver
part. Fast InGaAs photodiodes are used to convert the transmitted light into electrical signals which are recorded using a
high bandwidth numerical oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 1.
The sample holder includes a blade which can be inserted at
the bevelled edge of the silicon bar, allowing mechanical
fracture initiation by pushing slowly the blade into the sample. The setup can also be used with an adapted oven (not
shown on the scheme) that lets the laser beams through. In
this case, the sample holder is put inside the oven and
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FIG. 2. Laser interferences due to crack opening gap recorded during the
crack propagation.

fracture wave that quickly reaches an asymptotic speed,
hence giving same values for the different positions:
v12 ¼ 1:860:1 km s1 ;

v23 ¼ 1:760:1 km s1 ;

v34 ¼ 1:760:1 km s1 :

FIG. 1. Experimental setup for crack front velocity measurements.

fracture initiation can occur either thermally or mechanically. This configuration allows the independent control of
fracture initiation at any desired temperature. Here, this
patented optical bench21 is used to determinate the fracture
velocity in the Smart CutTM technology.
A typical signal recorded during the experiment is
shown in Fig. 2. The illustrative silicon sample consists of
a 20  90 mm2 silicon strip cuts out along the [110] direction of a 300 mm bonded silicon (100) wafer.22–26 The single wafer thickness h is equal to 775 lm so the total
thickness of the strip is 1.55 mm. The dose of implanted
hydrogen before bonding was 5.75  1016 Hþ/cm2 at an
energy of 32 keV. This sample was first annealed at 425  C
for 100 min to develop microcracks in the implanted layer
and then mounted on the sample holder inside the oven.
Smart CutTM was mechanically initiated at some time at
110  C.
Initially, the intensity received on the detector is constant since the two wafers are still bonded. The opening gap
creates two new surfaces where the laser beam can be partially reflected. Therefore, when the crack front reaches the
laser location, the signal intensity drops as shown in Fig. 2.
This sudden variation of intensity is used to trigger the recording of the oscilloscope. The following part of the transmitted signal is made of series of intensity oscillations with
varying periods.
By measuring the time lags between the intensity drops
on each laser signal, three fracture velocities between the
four laser locations on the sample can be deduced. In our
example, the annealing thermal budget and split temperatures were large enough to generate a self-propagating

The classical expression for the asymptotic crack velocity
reads27


C
:
(1)
v ¼ vR 1 
G
In this expression, vR is the Rayleigh wave velocity, C is
the fracture energy, and G is the energy release rate. The link
between the previous wafer-scale measurements and the
crack microstructure is thus important: the crack selfpropagates within a heterogeneous medium including pressurized cracks acting as drivers for propagation, the G term,
and uncracked areas that slow down the propagation, the C
term. Note that we neglect here the influence of outer boundaries: Marder28,29 has shown that this confers some inertia
to the fracture front, hence being specially important during
the acceleration phase of the front only.
We have measured the asymptotic crack velocity as a
function of the split temperature (Fig. 3) for samples having
received the same annealing thermal budget (450  C–100
min). At the highest temperatures, high crack speed velocities have been reached as expected in brittle crystalline
materials.16,30–32 The data could be fit using expression (1)
where G, due to pressurized cavities, is supposed to depend
linearly on temperature. Indeed, the elastic stress energy
associated to an individual microcrack of volume V at a pressure P is 1/2PV hence proportional to T if we assume that
ideal gas law applies for the gas in the cavities


A
:
(2)
v ¼ vR 1 
T
The value of the vR parameter obtained from the fit
(vR ¼ 5000 6 200 m/s) is close to the actual Rayleigh velocity in silicon, indicative of a minor role of dissipative instabilities such as crack branching.33,34 This is certainly due to
the weakened implanted layer of the Smart CutTM technique
that guides the crack path. The second parameter A can be
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expressed as the ratio of the fracture energy C to the energy
release rate due to pressurized cavities G0 at ambient temperature T0, or alternatively as 2C/NkB where N is number of
gas molecules compressed in microcracks per unit surface
area and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
From the data, a ratio C/G0 ¼ 0.8 is obtained. This rather
low velocity ratio is consistent with a limited crack surface
coverage (c ¼ 60%, see Penot et al.2 and below).
The intensity oscillations in the signal after the crack
front crossing can be used to recover the deformation profile
of the sample behind the fracture wave. After separation, the
crack opening between two silicon arms makes an air wedge
where the laser beam can experience multiple partial reflections producing interference fringes. Fringe counting allows
the crack opening displacement to be measured as the transmitted intensity reaches maxima for
2p
kk
nd cos u ¼ kp () d ¼ ;
k
2

k 2 N;

(3)

where n is the refractive index of the air, u is the angle of
incidence of the laser beam, k is the laser wavelength, and d is
the distance between the two arms. Therefore, the interference
fringe spacing observed on the laser signal after the first intensity fall corresponds to an increase of the crack air gap thickness of half the laser wavelength. During the first series of
oscillations (0–20 ls), the two newly separated wafers drift
apart because of the strong internal pressure release of the
gas-filled microcracks. The internal energy released during
the crack opening separates the silicon beams by several
micrometres. However, this expansion does not carry on forever. After some time, due to gap (volume) expansion, the internal pressure drops to values below the atmospheric
pressure, which exerts a restoring force on the diverging arms.
The gap reaches a maximum where the external atmospheric
pressure has counteracted the inertia of the two silicon arms
diverging movement. This inversion point corresponds to the
first large oscillation at t ¼ 22 ls on laser 1 (L1) in Fig. 2.
Subsequently, the motion inverts and the wafers get closer
again until reaching a minimum where the internal pressure
enables the two beams to pull away again. This phase corresponds to the second series of oscillations (22–50 ls on L1)
where one signal oscillation corresponds now to a decrease of
the air gap of k/2. The new inversion appears at t ¼ 50 ls and
the two silicon arms start to diverge again. The deformation
profile of the silicon arm behind the fracture wave can therefore be deduced by simply counting the number of oscillations
in the laser signal after the crack crossing (Fig. 4). Note that
the horizontal scale has been obtained from the time scale
assuming a constant velocity motion of the crack front, which
has been experimentally checked through the similarity of the
profiles obtained from the four lasers.
In the example, the maximum height of the air gap is
about 18 lm and is reached during the first opening of the
gap. It is due to the expansion of the hydrogen gas trapped
inside microcracks. The wavelength of the strip deformation
profile is around 9 cm and the maximum vertical speed of
displacement is around 0.5 lm/ls.
The dynamics of this motion can be modelled using
beam elasticity and thermodynamics. We consider here a

FIG. 3. Variation of the crack velocity as a function of split temperature.
Solid line is a fit according to expression (1).

silicon strip of width a issued from two bonded silicon
wafers of thickness h. We note f(x,t) the deformation of an
individual wafer, i.e., half of the air gap between the two
wafers during the Smart CutTM fracture. The dynamical evolution of the air gap is given by a standard elasticity equation
Eh3 a @ 4 f
@2f
þ
qah
¼ PðxÞa;
ð
Þ
4
@t2
12ð1  r2 Þ @x

(4)

where E is the silicon Young’s modulus, r is the Poisson’s
ratio, q is the volumetric mass density, and P is the pressure
forces resultant, i.e., the difference between the internal pressure caused by the hydrogen filled microcracks and the
atmospheric pressure. The first two terms in this equation
correspond to the bending rigidity restoring force and to inertial terms, respectively, while the right-hand side stands for
the external forces. As seen earlier, the fracture velocity is
constant along the sample so we can write the following
equivalence:
2
@2f
2@ f
¼
v
;
@t2
@x2

(5)

where v is the fracture velocity. If we replace (5) in (4), we
can deduce the following differential equation for the deformation profile:
@4f
1 @ 2 f 12ð1  r2 ÞPð xÞ
þ 2 2¼
;
4
Eh3sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
@x
K @x
1 hc
E
K ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ; c ¼
;
q ð1  r 2 Þ
12 v

(6)

where K is the characteristic wavelength and c a sound wave
velocity. We can first resolve Eq. (6) without the right-hand
side. For v ¼ 1700 m s1 and c ¼ 7700 m s1, we find
K ¼ 1 mm, which is much smaller than the experimental wavelength of 9 cm (Fig. 4). This result shows that the fourth derivative bending term of Eq. (6) can be neglected in comparison
with the inertial term. Finally, Eq. (6) can be written as
hqv2

@2f
¼ PðfÞ  Patm :
@x2

(7)

Gas expansion first accelerates crack opening, and then
atmospheric pressure acts as a restoring force to bring back
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FIG. 4. Open circles (left scale):
Deformation profile of the strip as
obtained from L1 measurement.
Crosses (right scale): pressure distribution as obtained by second derivative
of the measured deformation profiles.
Solid line: model of pressure evolution
using adiabatic expansion.

the wafers one against the other. The system oscillates like a
pneumatic piston. Experimentally, we could measure the
crack opening profile using interference fringes. Hence, from
(7), by differentiating twice the air gap height f(x), it is possible to obtain the internal pressure P(f) as shown in Fig. 4.
From a thermodynamics point of view, the following
relation can be written for an adiabatic and reversible
expansion:
PðfÞfc ¼ P0 fc0 ;

(8)

where c ¼ 1.4 is the adiabatic index. P0 and f0 can be chosen
as Pinf and finf, the internal pressure and the air gap halfheight at the inflection point where Pinf ¼ Patm and
finf ¼ 2.5 lm. It is therefore possible to model the evolution
of the internal pressure with the wafer separation distance.
The result is shown in Fig. 4 (solid line). The curve fits well
the experimental pressure data deduced from (7).
Thermodynamics further allows one to deduce the
amount of gas released during the crack opening. To do so,
we express the variation of internal energy between the initial situation just after the crack opening (t ¼ t0) and the first
maximum of the air gap opening (t ¼ tmax).
5
U0 ¼ Pmax dmax þ Patm ðdmax  d0 Þ;
2

(9)

where d stands for the air gap opening (d ¼ 2f). This means
that the change of internal energy corresponds to the work of
pressure forces against the atmospheric pressure. d0 corresponds to an equivalent air gap height just after the crack
opening, so it can be neglected in comparison with
dmax ¼ 2fmax which is about 18 lm. Using ideal gas law,
expression for U0 would simply relate to the amount of gas
through U0 ¼ 5/2q0kBT0, where q0 is the number of hydrogen
molecules per surface area. For Pmax  2  104 Pa (see
Fig. 4) and a split temperature T0 of 383 K, we would obtain
a released dose of hydrogen atoms of qs ¼ 2q0 ¼ 3.7 6 0.3
 1016 H/cm2 (the standard deviation results from the analysis of each laser signal). In reality, optical IR measurements
of microcracks prior to fracture show that the initial pressure
P0 can reach 100 MPa so that significant deviations from
ideal gas law are expected. For hydrogen, a factor of two
between real and ideal gas densities at 100 MPa is expected
due to molecular interactions.35 Hence, the calculated dose

should be reduced accordingly. If we compare this amount
with the dose of implantation, we find that only 32 6 3% of
the hydrogen is released during the silicon layer transfer. This
value is consistent with previous studies2 where released
hydrogen was measured using a calibrated mass spectrometer. For large annealing, the amount of gas released saturated
to slightly more than 30% of the implanted dose. The study
showed that the amount of released gas is proportional to the
area covered by microcracks but because of hydrogen trapping in silicon, microcracks are able to collect only 50% of
the available hydrogen from platelets below and above the
microcracks plane. For a thermal split, the area covered by
microcracks is about 60% of the sample surface. Therefore,
the fraction of hydrogen that is released during a thermally
induced split is around 30% of the implanted dose.
In summary, an original way of monitoring fracture dynamics in silicon has been proposed and applied to study the
Smart CutTM technology. Fracture speeds in the km/s range
have been found, and the evolution of crack velocity with
the split temperature has been studied. An asymptotic speed
close to the Rayleigh velocity has been found, indicative of a
minor role of dissipative instabilities. The crack opening displacements in the wake of the fracture front have also been
deduced from the interference fringes in the laser signal.
This allows the dynamics of this motion to be fully modelled
using beam elasticity and thermodynamics. The amount of
gas released during the opening was found to be around 35%
of the implanted dose, which is in quantitative agreement
with previous studies based on mass spectroscopy.
We would like to acknowledge support from the French
authorities through the "Investissement d’Avenir" EXACT
program.
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